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History Faculty Lisabeth Robinson stands and addresses attentive students and fellow colleagues.

History and English teacher Nikki
Schnupp, followed by Salma Nava
’16, who gave some guidelines to
ensure a safe and productive discussion. Another conversation point
was the phrase “I’m colorblind” or
“I don’t see race.” Although many
say these phrases with good intentions, they may not be realizing the
are erasing the backgrounds and
identities of people of color. Hanley
Jefferis ’19 reflects on the experience: “I thought I knew the basics
of racism and white privilege etc.,
but I hadn’t realized how much unintentional racism there was.”
Part two focused on police brutality and the Black Lives Matter
movement. The attendance was
even greater for this session than
that of the first. Discussion touched
on some heavier topics, but students handled it with honesty and
grace. Adjoa Tettey-Fio ’17 reflects
that, “The talk was a good oppor-

tunity to confront an issue that has
recently become very prominent in
the media. Although it was a little
awkward to tackle such a heated
topic, it was great to hear other
people’s experiences and thoughts.”
The final Race Space discussion concerned affirmative action,
white privilege, and the cycle of
oppression. The talk was opened
by history teacher Khalid Madhi,
who gave students some historical
background on Affirmative Action.
Students were treated to excellent
cookies from Dean of Students Annie Neill, who stayed to observe the
discussion. The final installation
was a great success, and many students confessed that they learned
much more than they expected to
about a variety of topics.
The leaders of Race Space have a
saying they learned from the recent
Student Diversty Leadership Conference: “Comfort the disturbed,

and disturb the comfortable.” This
means that the goal is to offer a
space for victims of racial oppression to share their experience and
enjoy the camaraderie of others,
while simultaneously offering an
environment where people who
have never experienced such things
can have their eyes opened. Many
students and faculty members expressed their hope that the series
would extend past it’s original three
installment, and CHERISH is
pleased to announce the continuation of the series.
As for now, CHERISH recommends viewing the production of
Clybourne Park. If you missed your
opportunity to attend the last three
Race Space sessions, know you have
an opportunity to attend more upcoming sessions. Thank you to all
who contributed to the success of
Race Space, and CHERISH looks
forward to seeing you next time.

WRA Enjoys Another Successful Culture Night
By ANDREW SONG ’19

On Sunday, January 17, Western
Reserve Academy’s culture union,
SICU, held Culture Night, one of
the school’s most beloved events.
The night was introduced by coMCs Caitlin Fogg ’16 and Roland
Huang ’16, and then the presenta-
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Campus Culinary Critic Returns
Marcos Lopez ’16 delivers his honest
culinary opinion once again.

Students and Faculty Tackle Racial Issues
On January 8, a handful of
hopeful students and faculty eagerly awaited the attendees of the
first “Race Space” discussion held
in the Wilson Reading Room. The
members of CHERISH, Western
Reserve Academy’s very own band
of leaders advocating for equality
and social justice, worked hard to
put together this three part series
of gatherings. They were not disappointed by the turn out.
History teacher Dr. Lisabeth Robinson, fondly known by most at
WRA as “Doc Rob,” felt that with
the upcoming production of Clybourne Park, a play concerning issues of race and housing, the timing
was perfect for Race Space to make
its debut. She also notes that these
sessions were organized because
“On a national level, the tensions
evident in race relations cannot
be ignored. The use of degrading
language, the number of people of
color killed by law enforcement,
the revisiting of affirmative action
in the Supreme Court, housing inequities and the institutionalization
of racism on campuses and beyond
needs to be understood, analyzed
and addressed. Change will not occur without discussion and action.
Our society needs to evolve, and we
must take part in moving it down
that path of growth.”
The first installation of the series
focused on language, including
slurs, microaggressions, stereotypes
and more. Microaggressions are
often unintentional, yet still racist
gestures or statements, such as, “You
act so white for a black person.”
The discussion was introduced by

The longest-running
newspaper in historic
Hudson, Ohio

tions began. One of the most memorable presentations was a funny
and educational video about India.
According to Romir Basu ’19, “the
highlight of culture night was the
India video presentation, with all
the amazing food coming in a close
second.” The video included Niraj
Naik ’16, Zohaib Malik 19’, Ajay
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Petra Stankovic ’17 presents on her home country of Serbia.

Dakappagari ’16 and Nevin Joyce
’19. With his impeccable acting
skills Joyce played a likable, comedic character who competed with
Malik to learn the most about Indian culture.
There were many other presentations that stood out to the audience.
Peter Kuri ’16 thought the Judo
presentation stood out this year because it was, “interactive, fun and
educational. It stood out because it
got the crowd involved, something
that is hard to do at the end of Culture Night presentations.”
Chris Sprunt ’17 explained that
“what stood out was the new people presenting about their cultures.
Sure, there have been presentations
about Germany, Spain and other
countries before, but hearing each
international student’s unique traditions and customs is a new experience every year. That is the most
meaningful thing for me.”
The presentations weren’t the only
events that went on during culture
night. After the presentations were
shared, the crowd eagerly awaited

the next part of Culture Night. Various students and faculty shared a
taste of their culture’s food.
The rave reviews about the food
were never ending. Andy Fan ’19
declared that the most enjoyable
moment of the night was, “the
food, definitely the food.” He also
noted that, “certainly many other
aspects of Culture Night were also
quite enjoyable. Many presentations were about aspects such as traditional festivals to reflect a particular culture was very interesting. The
presentations provide a perspective
that news or articles can’t quite express. Also the diversity both in culture and different kinds of presentations was very entertaining.”
The night was an enjoyable time
for students to learn more about the
cultures of their peers and teachers. The turnout was stunning, it
seemed like the Memorial Gym was
filled with students eager to learn
about cultures. Attendees surely
made many memories during one
of Western Reserve Academy’s most
anticipated annual events.

Between school, sports and homework, students at Western Reserve
Academy rarely have much time
for television. However, in recent
weeks, a popular reality show starring a Western Reserve Academy
alum has brought the whole community together: The Bachelor.
Caila Quinn ’10 roamed the halls
of WRA until her graduation back
in 2010, when she then moved on
to graduate from Boston College
with a degree in marketing. After
graduating from BC, she quickly
landed a job selling software in
Boston, as well as a role on one of
ABC’s most popular, reality shows,
The Bachelor. The show begins with
twenty-five women competing for
the love of one man. This season,
Ben Higgins from Denver, Colorado, will try to find his wife among
these twenty-five girls, including
Caila Quinn.
Quinn’s newfound fame was soon
discovered by many WRA students
and faculty when the show was
brought to our very own campus.
Witnesses noticed Higgins and
Quinn embracing on our very own
lawns wide sweep surrounded by
cameras on a fall day in November. For fans of the show, this only
meant one thing: Caila and Ben
were on a hometown date. And
because they were on a hometown
date, this meant that Caila had
made it to become one of the final
four women on the show.
Many teachers remembered
Quinn and her bubbly personality
during the two years that she spent
at WRA. History teacher Mr. Rich
Hoffman reminisced about Quinn,
noting that “Caila brought to WRA
what most of our standout students
possess: a positive energy that is
contagious and enjoyable to be
around. I regret that our good fortune of working with her was shortlived, as she did not attend WRA
until her junior year. But she made
the most of those two years, and it
is clear that she cherishes the time
she had here on campus.” At graduation, Quinn also received the Head
of School Award, an award given
to students who “add to the excellence and spirit of our experiences
at this school including academics,
fine arts, athletics, social mission,
and areas beyond the classroom and
leadership.”
When asked about the audition
process and the experience of appearing on The Bachelor, Quinn
was unfortunately unable to comment. But, she left me with one
of her favorite quotes about love,
from David Viscott: “To love and
be loved is to feel the sun from both
sides.”
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December Issue Corrections
On World News, “conflicts” was
incorrectly spelled in the photo
caption for the article covering
Terrorists in Mali.

The opinions expressed in the Reserve Record do not necessarily represent those of the administration,
trustees or student body. The editors assume full responsibility for
the contents of the publication and
invite community responses.

Livin’ Life JB3 Movie Released

Joe Blanda ’14, an alumnus of the
Western Reserve Academy community, recently lost a battle to a rare
form of brain cancer named glioblastoma.
While dealing with his illness, he
began Blast Glioblastoma, a program to spread awareness of the
illness, and spoke openly about
his journey. Almost a year after his
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passing, his legacy still lives on.
Former classmates remember him
as the same Joe before the cancer.
Ryan Hassell ’15 remembered how
“he was still Joe and that was the
best part, and it even picked me
up” when describing the early days
of Blanda’s diagnosis. Blanda was a
positive reminder for everyone to
live life despite obstacles.
On December 29, an event dedicated to celebrating Joe Blanda’s life

was held at the Highland Square
Theater in Akron. At this event, a
movie created by Blanda’s father,
Joe Blanda Sr., was released discussing lessons to learn from Blanda’s
experience.
Blanda Sr. found the creation of
the movie to be a “therapeutic exercise” that allowed him to “share
with others four lessons [he] learned
from Joe over the 30 month battle
with terminal brain cancer: be part
of a community and contribute to
it, find your bliss, accept adversity
as a gift and make something good
come out of it, [and] make an impact.” Blanda Sr. hoped the movie
would be “good reminder of how to
live a more rewarding life.”
“The documentary showed how
many people’s lives Joe touched.
There were even celebrities that
learned from Joe. The movie got a
standing ovation at the end because
everyone was so moved,” Dan Dorman ’16 recalled.
The movie will be available for
viewing in a week or two on the
Blast Glioblastoma website, BlastGBM.com.

from many states and countries”
the PWA Cookbook will be a “collection of recipes from all over the
world.”
Barnett suggested that, in addition to the “wonderful, tasty recipes” submitted by parents, faculty,
staff, alumni and students, there
will be “interesting pictures and
information about the history of
some of the buildings and traditions at Western Reserve.”
Procop revealed that pages of
the cookbook will also include tips
from the cooks to assist those with
little culinary experience. Procop
also added that contributors to
the PWA Cookbook were asked to
“include comments as to what this
recipe means to their family or the

history of the recipe.”
The Pioneer Women’s Association
published two additional cookbooks in the past: one in 1996 and
another in 2003. Morris remembered, “There was a recipe in the
2003 cookbook titled, ‘Little Max
Borrmann’s Favorite Soup.’ I figured it was time for an update.”
To ensure that each recipe is delicious enough to feature in print,
members of the PWA are testing all
the recipes before adding them to
the book.
The Pioneer Women’s Association
Cookbook provides the opportunity
for the community’s history to shine
in the form of food, something that
people of all ages can enjoy with
family and friends for many years.

COURTESY OF JOHN ASHLEY

By ANGELA JABALLAS ’18
and ALEX RANDAZZO ’18

New WiFi Provides
Faster, More Reliable
Internet Connection

By ELIZABETH RUSS ’18

The Western Reserve Academy
Technology Department worked
hard over winter break to establish a
faster-running wireless connection
for the WRA community and their
high demand for a strong network.
After Director of Information
& Education Technology Matthew Gerber observed that “the
average student had two or three
wireless devices,” Gerber realized
the “old network could not handle
the demand.” Since beginning the
upgrades in 2014, Gerber and the
Technology Department have redesigned the WiFi to provide “enhanced wireless coverage in the
classrooms, dorms and buildings”
as well as working to “[provide]
coverage in most outside areas
where students congregate.”
These improvements were accomplished by installing 68 new
Cisco switches, switching to a new
frequency, as well as adding a new
Cisco core. The network can now
better handle the large amount of

devices connected to the campus
WiFi because of the additional 335
access points that were added to the
campus network as part of the upgrade. The Technology Department
also added Cisco Prime and Cisco
Identity Services Engine in order to
support all of the upgrades.
“I’ve had a much faster and more
reliable internet connection on
campus,” Alica Ma ’18 explained.
“Problems with maintaining an
internet connection seem to have
been solved, and everything loads
much faster,” Ma continued.
Peter Campanelli ’18 stated that
“the wireless has been more reliable
and faster in the updated areas,” but
Campanelli believed this has resulted in a “slightly slower internet
for everyone else [in non-updated
areas].”
Already looking forward, the
WRA Technology Department has
begun planning their upcoming
projects, including replacing the
firewall and backing up phone system servers.

Potential Pioneers
PWA Releases Recipes for Community
Revisit WRA Campus
By ZANNA LECIEJEWSKI ’17

Western Reserve Academy’s Pioneer Women’s Association is creating the new Pioneer Women’s
Association Cookbook that will be
available to purchase in May at the
WRA bookstore and, according
to PWA Cookbook editor Linda
Morris, “hopefully in stores around
Hudson.”
“There have been recipes submitted by faculty and staff, Eddie from
FLIK, alumni, current students and
some Hudson restaurants,” commented PWA Cookbook editor
Wendy Barnett. According to PWA
Cookbook editor, Tamera Procop,
because the WRA community is
comprised of “staff and students
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PWA members discuss and sample potential recipes like snickerdoodles and chicken cordon bleu.

By MICHAEL PAMER ’17

Last year, the Admissions Office
hosted a very successful Boarding
Student Revisit Day. This inspired
them to organize a similar revisit
day for potential day students.
The Admissions Office hosted an
ice cream social for accepted day
students, but there was no official
Day Student Revisit Day as there
had been for the potential boarding
students. However, after receiving
much positive feedback regarding
the Boarding Student Revisit Day,
the Admissions Office decided to
have a Day Student Revisit Day as
well.
The purpose, according to Assistant Director of Admission Thomas
Adams-Wall was “to give accepted
students and their families another
chance to come and visit the campus as well as allowing parents to
hear from faculty.”
Day Student Revisit Day was
quite similar to the normal shadow
day in the sense that each accepted
student attended two classes with a
current student. However, the parents also listen to faculty members
speak about the school, allowing for
them to forge a closer connection.
The parents were also given the
opportunity to hear from a panel
comprised of six current WRA stu-

dents about their experiences in
terms of being a student, athlete
or artist, transitioning into having
a more rigorous schedule or being
a day student in a school made up
primarily of boarding students. At
the end of the day, each accepted
student attended a luncheon with
the chief ambassadors.
Adams-Wall believes that Day
Student Revisit Day was helpful
“for families who [were] trying to
decide between multiple schools”
and that it was “a great day to showcase our community and everything
that makes Western Reserve Academy a wonderful place for students.”
Even FLIK Dining got in on the
action, providing some refreshments and pastries after Morning
Meeting.
Day Student Revisit Day provided
students and their parents with a
better feel for the WRA community
and how it works, including meeting some of the faculty members.
When deciding between schools,
Day Student Revisit Day can ultimately be the deciding factor for
a student and their parents about
which school they will attend.
Day Student Revisit Day provides the opportunity to showcase
to parents and students what makes
life at Western Reserve Academy so
unique.
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Western Reserve Gives Back to the Community Once Again

COURTESY OF THE COMMUNICATIONS OFFICE

(Counter-clockwise from top right) Making pots, bagging lunches for homeless, shelving books, helping veterans, supporting cancer fighters.
By JARET SKONIECZNY ’17

Once again, the time has arrived
for Western Reserve Academy to
donate its time to the community.
Unfortunately, the freshman class
had a field trip to the Cleveland Art
Museum during that Friday, so we
were missing about a hundred students. But, bearing this in mind,
the second community service day
was even more of a success than the
first.
Students are increasingly traveling
outside of campus to interact with
the people they are helping directly.

These projects have more tangible
and immediate effects on the community and many of the volunteer
leaders are immensely grateful for
all of the work done. As was the
case for the community service day
earlier in the school year, faculty
member, Christine Borrmann ’80
led the efforts to organize the event
this time.
WRA students travelled to many
areas during the day and spent time
face-to-face with the people they
were helping. For example, groups
helped feed the local community

by assisting the Akron Food Bank,
Cleveland Food Bank, Center of
Hope, Kent Social Services, and the
Haven of Rest. The Center of Hope
specifically helps support Ravenna.
The more handy members of our
community created blankets for
the homeless, made sports bags for
cancer survivors during Relay for
Life, and spun bowls for WRA’s
Empty Bowls program. Some students went to brighten the days of
children, the elderly, and mentally
disabled. They traveled to the Head
Start programs in both Kent and

A Capp-erfect Morning in the Chapel
By SASHA DAVIS ’18

Yale University’s pop/rock a cappella group, “Out of the Blue,”
(OOTB) travelled to the Western Reserve Academy campus on
Monday, January 11, to perform
some of their popular songs during Morning Meeting. The show
featured modern pop hits such as
“Clarity” by Zedd, “Jar of Hearts”
by Christina Perri, as well as a “nontraditional closer” from the 1980s,
“Higher Love” by Steve Winwood.
The group waited eagerly in the
chapel for all of the students to arrive for the meeting. Those who
have not seen an a capella group
perform for WRA, especially the
freshmen, were slightly confused
as to what was about to happen in
lieu of a morning meeting. This did
not discourage the group as they introduced themselves with a cheerful and peppy greeting, which was
followed by “Too Close” by Alex
Clare.
As the song ended and the group
finished the final chord, the students and faculty cheered and
scattered whoops could be heard
throughout the chapel. With such
a strong opener, the rest of the concert had to have gone well. To be
completely honest, the show soared
past my expectations by featuring
some personal and crowd favorites such as “Ho Hey” by The Lumineers and a lesser known song
called “Cheating” by John Newman
that spotlighted Spencer Villars’ energetic and crowd-pleasing style of
singing. In fact, Villars started the

Streetsboro to help tutor and work
with young children under three.
The Brookdale Senior Facility hosted many WRA students who were
there to warm up the hearts of the
elderly residents. Other students
went to Hattie Larlham, a facility
that provides full time care for developmentally disabled people from
all walks of life. They accompanied
the residents there and engaged
with them in activities like reading
and coloring.
Danny Mylott ’17 shared, “I think
spending time with the residents at

Winter ECHOs: New
Season, New Choices
By SPENSER VALENTINE ’19

COURTESY OF THE COMMUNICATIONS OFFICE

Yale’s a cappella group adds a musical twist to the morning meeting.

song by shouting, “1, 2, 1, 2, 3, 4”
unexpectedly with noticeable fervor. This amusing intro warranted
a considerable number of giggles
and smiles that would quickly fill
the chapel.
As the concert went on, the styles
and emotions of the songs shifted
in order to give WRA a sample of
the vocal prowess of OOTB. In “I
Won’t Give Up” by Jason Mraz, the
soloist performed the song with
such emotion that once he cut off
the final chord, the audience roared
with cheers and applause. Some
entranced students could be seen
swaying to the rhythm of the beat.
“Higher Love” by Steve Winwood, the non-traditional closer,

encouraged students and faculty
to clap along joyfully as OOTB
performed the song with groove
in their rhythm and power in their
voices. A standing ovation followed
the conclusion of the song, filling the chapel with cheering and
whooping. Nearly 400 green blazers
truly created “a lawn’s-wide sweep.”
Duncan Ostrom ’17 exclaimed,
“They were amazing!” in response
to OOTB’s performance. “Though
the songs may not have had the
most challenging technical aspects,
they got the crowd, and me, excited
and pumped on a cold Monday
morning” he added. Despite the
“low-tech” aspects, the performance
was truly amazing and memorable.

Hattie Larlham changed my life
more than it changed theirs. The
caregivers immense love really inspired me and helped me appreciate
living.“ Members of the WRA community also went to places like the
Salvation Army distribution center
in Akron to clean the warehouse
after the busy holiday and organize
the kettles that were used to gather
donations.
Students in one group did not go
far, but they still made a large impact at the Hudson Public Library.
The librarians are stretched thin
with all of the various programming they do for the local community. WRA students went to help
with some of the “dirty” work. “We
hunted down books that haven’t
been checked out in a long time
off the shelfs,” Charles Vosmick
’15 remarked. “The librarians really
appreciated the effort we put into
it since the work takes time away
from their busy schedules which
they can spend to help the library
in better ways.”
WRA’s community service day
was a huge success thanks to all of
the students who made it possible.
Every person made a difference. No
matter the act, no matter how small
or inconsequential it seemed, it had
to be done, and we were there to do
it.
With the same vigor and spirit
displayed by the students this time,
the next community service day can
be an even bigger success. When we
act with compassion, integrity, and
excellence, we do not just tick off a
box on a college applicant or fulfill
a requirement, but make a tangible
difference in the lives of many.

Throughout the year, most Saturday mornings at Western Reserve
Academy start off with ECHOs.
“There seems to be a wide range
of course offerings” noted, English
teacher Jeff Warner, who facilitates
the winter ECHO module titled
“Boys in the Boat.” These weekend classes allow students to really
broaden their horizons and learn
about things that they might not be
familiar with, helping them discover new passions or hone old ones.
This year, however, ECHOs can
now meet on Friday nights, allowing students to get all of their classes
done on the weekdays and to catch
up on just a little bit of much-needed sleep on Saturday morning. “The
Friday night option seems a good
one if it works for the students and
teachers involved,” stated Warner.
These classes are very nice because
they are less stressful and tiring than
weekend morning ones. Warner
continued, “I like the relaxed nature
of the class meetings and the opportunity to explore material without
having to lecture or assess.” David
Smith ’18 adds, “Dude, I really like
the Friday night ECHOs, What can
I say? I like to sleep in on my Saturdays and not have classes during the
weekend.”
The specialized classes are crucial in that “they allow you to learn
about topics that aren’t part of the
school curriculum,” remarked Steven Yang ’19. “The ECHO was fun

and educational which is the best of
both worlds here at Reserve”, commented Peter Lanzon ’18 about the
“Intro to Web Design,” taught by
math teacher Jen Nagano, in the
fall.
These classes allow for a unique
experience with students and the
teachers. John Smidlein ’19 noted,
“They let you have a way to connect with teachers that you might
not normally interact with in your
normal classes.” The more individualized learning experience in the
classroom is one of the most attractive aspects of ECHO modules.
Now seniors are allowed to participate in only one ECHO instead of
the two. “This year seniors are able
to petition for one ECHO waiver,
based on the senior’s other school
commitments,” Warner explained.
This can be really helpful for seniors
who are working hard on their college applications, which take up a
lot of time. Seniors will need all the
time they can get.
Sadly, not everyone gets their first
choice because the demand for the
popular classes is too high. “I wish
that more students were able to get
their first choice, but I recognize the
problem in matching so many people to the various program options,”
acknowledged Warner. But everyone is bound to find an ECHO
that is enjoyable. Not only that, the
teachers do a great job of making
the classes fun, organized and interesting. Winter ECHOs will end on
Saturday, February 27.
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Artist Spotlight: Harley Fisher
By CHARLIE KOLODZIEJ ’17

Harley Fisher ’19 is one of Western Reserve Academy’s newest artists. She has lived in Texas most of
her life and started working on her
art in 2013. She got into the arts
through her interest in photography. “I loved photography and
my dad was a photographer when
he was younger and took a lot of
family portraits of us,” Fisher reminisced.
This love of photography eventually translated into a love of art and
portraiture.Though she initially
only drew in her free time, she became more committed after family
and friends recognized her talent.
After devoting more time to her art
she found that it was something she
really enjoyed. She has not taken
any art classes outside of school but
instead learns from studying other
artists.
Her two favorite artists are Alphonse Mucha and Gerda Elbe,
two portrait artists of the early 20th
century. She views Gerda Elbe in
particular as one of her role models: “She was an amazing female

artist who was able to be an artist
in a time when women couldn’t do
anything. She fought through all
the boundaries that she could possibly overcome and that has helped
me as a female”, Fisher remarked.
As of 2013, Fisher has been doing one sketch a day to improve her
technique. She maintains that it is
hard work that has helped develop
her artistic skills and not a wealth
of natural talent. Some of her favorite things to draw are portraits
and comics, and wants to look into
getting a job as a comic book artist when she’s older. In particular,
she likes to draw eyes the most. In
her portraits, she always wants the
personality of the person to come
through; the eyes are the vehicle she
chooses to reach this goal.
Fisher’s portraits are both detailed
and impassioned: “My dad always
says that you can recognize one of
my drawings because of the emotion I put in it.”
In the future she hopes to employ her artistic skills in a career as
a film director. In addition, Fisher
wants to pursue being a part time
painter. She just recently finished

her first canvas in Art 1 and is excited to begin work on a full body
portrait soon. Erin Dockery ‘16 recently enlisted Fisher to help with
her Compass project on art and diversity. Fisher will be submitting a
number of portraits of people of African American and Latino descent.
She’s adding her own unique style
to the portraits by incorporating
flowers into the hair of her portrait
subjects.
Fisher says she finds Erin Dockery’s compass project particularly
exciting given that she often draws
her inspiration for her art from current events dealing with inequality
and discrimination. Harley’s interests outside of art include reading
and writing poetry, playing the
tenor saxophone and participating
in WRA’s plays and musicals. She
is currently on the WRA fencing
team, and on weekends she likes
to volunteer at the Sebring Civic
homeless shelter.
Harley approaches all these things
as she does her art: with hard work
and enthusiasm. WRA should definitely expect big things from her in
her next four years.
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Students Star in Winter
Play: Clybourne Park
By MARC FRANQUESA ’18

This year’s winter play is Clybourne
Park by Bruce Norris. It is a 2010
spin-off of the 1959 classic A Raisin
in the Sun by Lorraine Hansberry.
A Raisin in the Sun is the story of
a black family, the Youngers, struggling with the decision of whether
they should move into an all-white
neighborhood or receive a substantial amount of monetary payment.
Act I of Clybourne Park tells the
story of a white couple, Bev and
Russ, who plan to sell their home to
the Youngers after their son’s death.
A somewhat racist man, Kyle, visits them attempting to bribe the
Youngers, his wife Betsy and Jim,
a local clergyman. Karl has shown
up to try and convince them not
to sell their house to the Youngers
as he believes it is going to ruin the
neighborhood.
Act II takes place fifty years later,
focusing on the young black couple
Kevin and Lena, descendants of the
Youngers, and their struggle over
whether or not to sell their home.
In the fifty years between the two
acts, Clybourne Park has gone from
all-white to all-black, and is now
gentrifying. Kevin and Lena wind
up having to discuss the selling of
their house with a white couple,
Steve and Lindsay, who want to
buy, raze and rebuild their house
from the floor up. The discussion of
the house soon enters a downward
spiral into an abyss of racial prejudice and resentment from both
sides of the argument.
“I think people should take away
the idea that the repression of emotion can lead to depression or expression of anger and violence,”

stated Gracie Morgan ’16, the actress playing Bev. The play is filled
with statements on maintaining a
mask of political correctness, stable
emotions or opinions. Morgan explained, “My character, Bev, is an
emotional woman, mourning the
loss of her son. But, she also is a
corny lady who has a child-like curiosity to her.” Morgan elaborated,
“I try to connect with both aspects
of her by living through her character, but it is difficult to act so tortured.”
By having two acts mirroring
each other so closely yet being separated by fifty years, the play also
touches on how little progress has
actually been made on the topic of
racial prejudice—we’ve just started
making better masks. When asked
about her experience on set, Morgan responded, “I love the cast! The
freshman are enthusiastic and the
seniors are helpful. Mrs. Ong is a
godsend and the crew are so on top
of things.” She also commented:
“Mr. Peveich’s sets are absolutely
stunning and I am so lucky to work
on Clybourne Park.”
This play is actually very recent,
as it was only written in 2010. It
will be interesting to see how the
school (and the cast) react to such
a modern work being followed by
something as old as our spring play,
A Midsummer Night’s Dream, a classic play written by William Shakespeare. Clybourne Park will be performed on Friday, January 29 and
Saturday, January 30 at 8:00 PM
as well as on Sunday, January 31
at 2:00 PM. Be sure to come out,
support Western Reserve Academy’s
fantastic actors and actresses, and
enjoy a great show!

Beautiful Art Graces Moos Gallery
By LOGAN SNELL ’18

Henry Ward Beecher stated, “We
sleep, but the loom of life never
stops, and the pattern which was
weaving when the sun went down
is weaving when it comes up in the
morning.”
Opening on January 8, local fabric
artist, Cynthia Martinez, showcases
fifteen of her works, contemporary
interpretations of nature. They appear in the current exhibition in
Western Reserve Academy’s Moos
Gallery. Martinez uses various fibers, metals and stones in her weavings to construct pieces that are a
reflection of natural phenomena.
Through her detailed weavings she
strives to draw her viewer in, immersing them in her message. She
stated that the natural beauty of our
environment and the issues that im-

pact it serve as her inspiration. She
sees the world as “something that
can’t be bound by the flat plane of
other artistic mediums.” Mrs. Martinez strives to use colors and textures to deliver a sense of warmth
and depth in her three-dimensional
representations of the world.
A retired middle school art teacher with a degree in Arts and Sciences from Kent State University,
Mrs. Martinez has been an artist for
many years, exploring a variety of
different mediums and techniques.
She has concentrated on weaving
for the last five years. Before discovering weaving, her art focused on
metalworking, wire sculpture and
jewelry making, where she also used
natural materials such as wood,
stones and seaglass to keep her message consistent with nature.
Every weaving Mrs. Martinez cre-

ates takes a considerable amount
of thought, time and patience. “It
tends to be a very slow process in
terms of seeing a finished project”,
she remarked. “I draw a full size
sketch and plan out a color scheme.
I use the drawing as a template and
work from that using yarn and other fibers of different colors, textures
and weights to create the multi-dimensional look of my pieces.”
When asked if she has a favorite
piece, Mrs. Martinez commented,
“Every time I finish a piece it becomes my favorite, so it changes all
the time.”
As for her future plans, she explained, “I will continue to experiment with new materials and methods to add new dimensions to my
work.” Her captivating weavings
will be displayed in the Moos Gallery through February 21.

CHARLES VOSMIK

Cynthia Martinez’s wonderful artwork pictured behind the glass doors of the WRA Moos Gallery

MAX BORRMANN

WRA Winter Wonderland
LOGAN SNELL
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The Anatomy of a
Reserve Student
In the height of winter at Western
Reserve Academy, Jaret Skonieczny
’17, with a little help from campus
funny-man Mike Zeleznik ’16, inspects the oft comical physical conditions that befall the average WRA
student. Please note, though
many students may feel like
they are afflicted by these
ailments, such conditions
are strictly fictitious.

Shoulders
Hunched over from an overflowing
backpack freshman year. Eventually
recovers because the backpack lightens to near nothing senior year.

Fingers
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Brain
Destroyed from the stress of
Junior year. (and every year)

Bones
Honed to incredible
strengths due to high calcium content. 97% of the
calcium comes from chocolate milk, the other 3%
from trace amounts.

Back
Broken from bending over
backwards to meet the
school’s demands.

Stomach
Hardened from the constant
consumption of sit-down
meals.

Suffering early onset arthritis
from long nights typing essays
and using phones.

Calves
Extremely muscular from the
most popular WRA workout, Seymour stair sets.

Feet
In a state of perpetual flux between Bean boots, Timberlands,
and sperries.

Knees
Phantom injury that
switches from knee to knee
brought on by trying to
avoid sport’s practices.
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WRA Wrestling Hosts
Leader On and Off the Ice
Two Meets at Home Athlete Spotlight: Sam LaFontaine
By JOHN SMIDLEIN ’19

During the month of January,
Western Reserve Academy Wrestling hosted two home meets. The
first meet was a dual meet, hosted
on Saturday, January 9, in the Memorial Gym where the Pioneers
faced Hawken Upper School, Benedictine and Wickliffe. WRA won
against two of the three schools
with solid wins over Hawken and
Wickliffe. The team fought hard
against Benedictine, improving
from earlier in the season, but still
ended up losing.
The meet overall went very well
and the team enjoyed the level of
excitement surrounding the event.
“The guys have worked hard to
learn our system of technique and
attack and get in the kind of shape
required to compete at the right
pace in a wrestling match for six
minutes. They were anxious to
share what we’re all about with their
friends, family and teachers”, remarked Wrestling Head Coach Jim
Gordon.
The WRA community showed
immense support and turnout at
the meet. “The atmosphere was very
enthusiastic and there seemed to be
tons of school spirit!”, recounted
Laina Wilson ’19. Newcomer,
Ilon Goldberg ’19, captain George
Theophilos ’16, Colt Roe ’16, captain Marcos Lopez ’16, Ayokanmi
Aloko ’16 and Anthony Cecchini
’17 all had great matches helping
score points for the Pioneers.
The following weekend, WRA
hosted another meet. The team

faced off against Kiski School and
Columbus Academy in the MAC
wrestling room. The wrestling team
also chose the second meet to celebrate the boys’ senior night, so students, faculty, parents and alumni,
all eager to show their support,
packed the bleachers . “There was a
large amount of fan support at the
meet, and I definitely recommend
adding wrestling matches to your
calendars” exclaimed Brigie Kelley
’18. “I think the crowd truly had
a blast! I really enjoyed taking part
in the fan section, and getting the
crowd fired up every time one of
our guys squared off against an opponent,” Kelley elaborated.
The audience recognized captain
Billy Walsh ’16, Theophilos, Lopez,
Roe, Aloko, and the two senior
managers Blanca Lopez ’16 and
Marin Valentine ’16. “Billy Walsh,
Nels Lund [’17] and Anthony Cecchini were particularly productive
for the Pioneers,” noted Coach
Gordon, “and throughout both
outings, few people in the gym
exhibited more fight than Andrew
McCaffrey [’17].”
The team has made steady commitment to the motto, “1-P”, which
reminds them of the goal to get
one percent better every single day.
“They have made that theme a reality and I couldn’t ask for anything
more. Plenty of work remains to be
done, however I am very proud of
them for the way that they have responded thus far,” remarked Coach
Gordon, “We’re enjoying the experience as a group and there are good
days ahead for Reserve Wrestling.”

Robotics Explained
By JOEY RANDAZZO ’17

Whether you shoot, swim, or
fence, you participate in an afternoon activity of your choice. However, we often forget the creative,
intellectual endeavor that those in
our valiant robotics team take on
every year. Now some of you new
students may be asking yourself at
this time, “Wait, we have a robotics
team?” Yes, we do. In fact, Western
Reserve Academy has two robotics
teams.
The teams meet Monday, Wednesday and Friday in Wilson to work
on their robots for their upcoming competition that will occur on
the first day of mid-winter break.
“As a team, the main objective is
to construct and program a robot
that will be able to perform certain
tasks, which will score us points in
a competition against other teams,”
explained Jason Lin ’17. The beginning of the year, Lin elaborated,
consists mainly of “brainstorming ideas for how to maximize our
point gain.” The team values this
process of brainstorming ideas because a limit on size and power usage of the robot often places obstacles in front of the team. “Each idea
has many trade-offs that we must
consider before we go about building it,” Lin continued. Once they
come up with their idea, the team
goes through a process of building
and testing. Lin then described the
process in greater detail: “First, a
person who comes up with an idea
will build it or modify the robot
with the parts we have. Then, if

necessary, a programmer will write
code for the component to function
properly. When the robot has been
updated with the new code, the entire team will observe as a driver (or
two) tests the modification.”
Each competition usually has
twenty to thirty teams, with around
thirty to forty matches taking place
throughout the day. Upon match
time, Lin explained, “our two drivers and a coach will go and put our
robot through its paces while the
rest of the team watches from the
bleachers, cheering when something goes miraculously right or
clutching our faces when we encounter an unexpected setback.” It
is a very intense setting, he remarks,
because no team can ever assemble
the perfect robot in time for the
match. Even after all of the work
and preparation, according to Lin,
much of the competition falls entirely to luck.

COURTESY OF FLICKR

MAX BORRMANN

By STEVEN YANG ’19

The future is set for Sam Lafontaine. Playing baseball at one of the
top division two programs in the
country would be a dream for most
enthusiasts of the sport. After finishing off a successful soccer career at
Western Reserve Academy, capped
off by winning MIP and scoring the
winning goal in a thriller against
rival University School, Lafontaine
looks to prepare for his senior season this spring in order to solidify
his status as a top baseball prospect.

In the near future, Lafontaine will
be taking his talents to the beaches
of Florida. However, he is putting
his plans on hold as he’s cherishing
what may be his final time playing
hockey competitively on the ice.
Lafontaine picked up the sport at
an early age and quickly developed
a passion for it. “I skated for the
first time when I was two years old
at the Yale ice rink and have loved
the game ever since,” Lafontaine
explained. From there, he began
to play as soon as he could. He de-

veloped his way to playing on the
varsity team at Daniel Hand High
School in Connecticut as a freshman. The experience Lafontaine
gained from his first high school
campaign helped him to easily transition as he transferred to WRA.
In his limited tenure at the school,
Lafontaine has already added his
name to the record books.
Hockey runs through the veins
in the Lafontaine family. The success that Lafontaine has had is attributed to a family member two
generations older. “My biggest inspiration was probably my grandfather,” Lafontaine said. He, in fact,
was a hockey player himself who
won a national championship with
Providence College. “My parents
were also a big help as they spent
countless hours when I was younger
taking me to games and practices,
usually very early in the morning.”
To date, Lafontaine’s biggest
achievement has not been winning
one Baron Cup, but winning two of
them. “My biggest aspiration would
be to win a third Baron Cup. Three
would be better than two I suppose,” Lafontaine remarked. With
a 9-2 record, the Pioneers still have
plenty of work to do. As a center,
Lafontaine hopes to improve on his
defense to combine with the talents
he possesses on the offensive side.
Using his status as a senior and as
a veteran on the team, Lafontaine
looks to lead a group with plenty of
talent. “I’m excited that I’m helping the team learn the ways to success. However, having the chance to
finish one last season with a great
group of teammates means much
more to me,” Lafontaine exclaimed.
After graduating, Lafontaine will
be heading to Rollins College to
further his career in baseball. He explains, “I don’t think I’ll be playing
hockey in Florida. But you never
know. It’s always possible!”

GSW Clobber Cleveland Cavaliers
Final Score Reads 132-98, Fans Sigh
By MANAS SRINIVASAIAH ’18

This Monday, LeBron James faced
one of the worst losses in his NBA
career against the Golden State
Warriors. The whole game quickly
became a mess in which the largest deficit was 43 points, and the
plus/minus mark sat at -35. The
Cavaliers will need more than the
frustrating and poor performance
put on by the king as well as the
rest of his team to win against top
tier teams and eventually make it
through the playoffs to win it all.
James, self-proclaiming himself
to be the “best” player on many occasions, has to step up and set an
example for the rest of his team.
During the game, he passed up
on many jumpers and open shots,
which might have changed the
momentum in the Cavs’ favor and
prevented such a wide margin.
During this matchup, Golden State
crushed Cleveland with ball movement, good screens and open space
at the three point line. Meanwhile,
the Cavs struggled to cover shooters
as the Warriors exposed the Cavs’
defensive weaknesses in front of
the crowd of over 40,000. On of-

fense, the Warriors defense limited
Cleveland’s scoring efforts. None
of LeBron’s isolations were working
and neither Kevin’s nor Kyrie’s shots
were going in.
This game marked the fifth time
these two teams have met head to
head since Game 4 of the finals,
and each time the Warriors have
walked away with the win. This
game was meant to be the game
when the Cavaliers would take revenge for their defeat on Christmas
day. Christmas day, of course, was
supposed to be a rematch of the finals, but on both occasions, LeBron
and Co. have come up short. Right
now the Warriors are playing with
a type of energy and determination
as if they have something to prove.
Not what one would expect from a
team that just won the championship. It seems at this point that the
Warriors are just more hungry for
victory than the Cavs.
The Cavs have also failed to win
against the Spurs, another team
along with Golden State, with
which the Cavaliers occupy the upper echelon of the NBA. Against
top teams they are 0-3, not a number that Lebron necessarily likes.

“We’ve got a long way to go. Tonight was just an example of how
far we’ve got to go to get to a championship level,” James elaborated.
In most games, Cleveland’s talent
alone can win the game; shooting
themselves out of any funk, trouble, or deficit. But when going head
to head with the league’s best, the
team will need a higher level of play
and sophistication along with some
personal grit.
The Cavs made the correct move
of firing Coach David Blatt on Friday, January 22. While the Cavaliers did not fire Blatt because of
the game with Golden State, such
games show the need for a more
experienced coach. The change was
more big picture and will hopefully
allow the Cavs to work more as a
unit.
While the search for a new head
coach has just begun, the Cavs still
plan to play in the finals this year.
This young Cavs team may take
some time to improve, but with the
will of King James behind them,
fans can look to see a championship
level roster work hard to become
the championship level team that
many know they can be.
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Be Yourself, Reserve
By BRIGIE KELLEY ’18

With each passing decade, our
society has grown more and more
attached to technology, the media
and trying to fit in. As humans,
we have become mindless drones
and lost the willpower to think for
ourselves. Most of us do not even
realize how greatly media has influenced us. We follow all of the latest fashion trends, just because it is
deemed as “the look” and whenever
the newest electronic device comes
out, we just have to have it! I myself
am also guilty of falling into the cycle of being easily led without even
realizing it.
Humans go through life with a
herd mentality. Think about it,
have you ever seen a problematic
situation occurring, but you did
not want to be the “weird one” or
the “odd one out” and try to standup to put an end to the problem?
But as soon as you see someone else
take initiative, you join in? This is
a great example of herd mentality.
We have all witnessed or been a part
of, whether or not we are proud to
admit it. There have been many in-

stances that I have either observed
or experienced when people just listen to others because they are scared
and they succumb to peer pressure.
Everyone has the right to be their
own person; that is what makes human nature so unique. Why would
we want to be like every other person in the world? There is no fun
in life if everyone is uniform. We
would express no change in emotion because everything would be
exactly the same. So why let the media and others decide who we are?
We all have a right to be our own
person and I am not going to let my
surroundings stop me, and neither
should anyone else.
If society cannot accept you for
who you are, then those people are
not the right ones for you, and you
do not need them in your life. Take
a stand. Step back from the gossip
and the glamour of the media, your
friends and classmates, and clearly
show your true self, and think about
the impression you want to make
on the world. We are not drones
that others mindlessly control, and
until then, live life as if there were
nobody to judge you.

An Aladdin’s Analysis

The GOP’s Pessimistic Perspective
By YING KA LEUNG ’18

The Republican presidential debates are, of course, an interesting
spectacle. It goes without saying
that the addition of Trump’s idiosyncrasies, Carson’s energetic demeanor, and the throng of mainstream candidates desperate to
dent Trump’s numbers makes for a
wholesome, comical show. Despite
the varied interests and splits within
the party ranks that have unfolded
thus far, the party seemed united on
a common front: the gloomy prognostications of the U.S.’s future.
Trump repeatedly proclaimed
in the Las Vegas debates that the
United States was heading towards
disaster and would disintegrate because “we’re not respected as a nation anymore”. Carson decided to
compare the country to a patient
in critical condition, as Sen. Rand
Paul predicted the outbreak of
WWIII. Christie thought of “the
mothers who will take those children tomorrow morning to the bus
stop wondering whether their children will arrive back on that bus
safe and sound”.
Not for the first time, Pres.
Obama was the punching bag
of the night. Jeb Bush accused
Obama, the source of their many
woes, of creating “the most unstable situation we’ve had since the
World War II era.” (Cuban Missile Crisis, anyone?) Unanimously,
the candidates agreed that Obama
“destroyed” the American military
— in fact, the latest cuts in defense
spending were the results of a bipartisan sequestration bill in 2013
(Hint: not Obama). Also forgotten
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Candidate Donald Trump signs pledge of loyalty to Republican Party.

was the Pentagon’s bloated budget
as opposed to military spending by
other countries.
It seems to me that the race among
them to top each other’s Schopenhauerian attitudes, coupled with
their hysterical exaggerations, are
to justify their militant stances on
global issues. Trump suggests a ban
on Muslim immigration. Cruz suggested carpet bombing ISIS until
the sand glowed. Christie suggested
the implementation of a no-fly zone
in Syria, and in a surreal gung-ho
moment, declared that he would
shoot down Russian jets. When
U.S. Navy sailors that drifted into
Iranian waters were detained and
quickly released, Cruz again made
a mountain out of a molehill by
claiming it was “a manifestation
of Obama’s weak foreign policy.”
The same criticism of Obama was

revealed during the prisoner swap
with Iran a mere two weeks ago, despite the successful return of several
Americans — it should be noted
that the GOP candidates would decry Obama even more harshly if he
let these Americans rot in Iranian
prisons.
Indeed, these statements would
have fallen under more scrutiny,
and ridicule, if it weren’t for their
emotionally-charged
prophecies
of doom that has preoccupied the
thoughts of many. The influence of
the availability heuristic has convinced irrational voters everywhere
that the United States faces an existential threat from these Middle
Eastern crises, drawing attention
away from the more critical issues
of gun violence, racism, climate
change, and campaign finance reform. Time for a reality check.

Honors Track Merits Higher Grades

COURTESY OF ALADDIN’S EATERY

By MARCOS LOPEZ ’16

I recently tried the reputable,
well respected Aladdin’s Eatery for
the first time. To be completely
honest, it was my first time eating
any type of Mediterranean cuisine and this was a special night;
George Theophilos’ ’16 birthday
only comes once a year. George’s
parents traveled from the slums of
Chicago to the clean, safe streets of
Hudson in order to celebrate their
pride and joy’s birthday and senior
night. This was an important weekend for George. His ancestors created wrestling and it runs deep in
his blood. His father wrestled at the
Division I level in college. His family has a legacy in Western Reserve
Academy’s wrestling history, as his
brother, Dean Theophilos ’08, was
a captain. George had a lot prove.
To make sure we were properly fueled for the upcoming battle against
Kiski and Columbus Academy, Mr.
and Mrs. Theophilos hosted a dinner for us. This Greek family treated
me well that night. We started off
with a variety of appetizers: hummus, baba ghanouj, falafel, fatayer
and pita. I had never encountered
any of these delicacies before that
evening. My mouth tasted an array of powerful, vibrant flavors. My
favorite was the hummus, as it was
creamy and kind; the texture of it

made me feel safe and warm inside.
All of these dishes were exquisite.
I sipped ice water with lemon in
order to maintain my slim figure.
I was finishing off my falafel when
the waiter approached our table. I
knew it was time.
Figuring out what to order was
possibly one of the most difficult
things I have ever had to do. I did
not know about any of the foods
on the menu; it seemed as if it was
written in a foreign language. I
made a last minute call and ordered
Aladdin’s Favorite Combo under
specialties. I was not even sure what
was on it. As soon as I took the first
bite, I knew I made the right decision. My plate consisted of tender,
juicy steak; steamy, seasoned chicken; soft, chewy sausage; brown rice
and vercelli (just a basic salad). This
meal easily made my top ten favorite dinners of 2016. Everything
about that dinner was perfect. How
many times is one able to say that
about their meal?
My favorite Greek companion,
George Theophilos ’16, commented, “The beef shawarma is to die
for. I would easily take my own life
just to have another bite of that beef
shawarma.” I highly recommend
Aladdin’s Eatery. Their food is top
notch quality and full of rich, foreign flavor.

MAX BORRMANN

The administration created the grading rubric pictured above to describe the meaning of the 1-7 scale.
By PETER CAMPANELLI ’18

Currently, Honors classes at Western Reserve Academy cover more
material and require more work and
review, but, most of the time, result
in lower grades than those of the
regular sections. These “Honors students” put in more work to earn the
good grade. But, that extra work in
Honors Chemistry could take away
from other subjects’ study time, resulting in a lower overall GPA. This
seems unfair; those willing to put
in extra effort in an Honors section
have a lower GPA than if they stuck
to the regular section. A new weight
would eliminate this divide and
would tempt students craving both
a deeper understanding of material

and a GPA their parents will love.
Similar to AP courses at WRA,
Honors classes should have a weight
on GPA. AP classes factor in 1.1
times the grade when the average is
calculated, allowing a boost for the
students in those classes. Thus a 7
becomes a 7.7 in one’s GPA, a 6.5
a 7.15, a 6 a 6.6, and so on. The
new Honors weight would factor
in 1.05 times the grade in Honors
classes. Unlike APs, this weight will
not bump up a WRA grade as singnificantly but it still would allow
for a higher average. With the new
weight in place, a 7 would become
a 7.42, 6.5 a 6.825, 6 a 6.3, and so
on.
Math classes at WRA would need

a separate system. Simply, for any
math course ending in “1,” (Maths
11, 21, 31, etc…) the weight would
be 1.0, courses ending in “2,” except for Math 52 which is an AP
level course, would be 1.05, ending
in “3,” except for Math 53 which
is also an AP level course and 63
which is a regular level course,
would have a weight of 1.075 while
AP level courses (Maths 52 - 56)
would be weighted the usual 1.1.
Not only would the new weights
encourage students to take the step
up to a harder course without fear
of a lower GPA, it would also make
the Honors, High Honors and
Highest Honors categories more
representative of their students.
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The Coin

Preparing for College: Enroll in AP Courses!

By ROLAND HUANG ’16

Advanced Placement classes are
designed in American high schools
as introductory college-level classes
for high school students to either
experience classes that are not typically included in the high school
curriculum (e.g. AP Economics,
AP Government & Politics, AP Art
History) or to take their interests
and understanding further in a field
of study that is already included in
the high school curriculum (e.g.
AP Physics C, AP Literature, AP
French). The existence of AP classes
serve many purposes that are ben-

eficial to students, and it should
continue to be incorporated in high
school curriculums.
Coming from Australia, I am
somewhat familiar with the Commonwealth system of education,
having attended a public school in
Western Sydney, Castle Hill High
School, for four-and-a-half years.
It is clear that this education system offers more opportunity for
students to explore a variety of topics at a younger age. At the end of
Year 10, students were allowed to
pick elective classes for their last
two years of high school, courses
such as Economics, Legal Studies, Business Studies, Engineering,
Software Development and Music
Theory. If we take AP classes out of
the current American high school
curriculum, students here will not
be given the opportunity to study
such subjects until college. Just wait
a year then, some might say. But
this seemingly trivial one year is in
fact critical. Australian high schoolers are given a chance to take a class
in their fields of interest to test the
water to see if it will truly fit them.
More often than not, the class will
turn out to be very different than
what they pictured it to be, and
as teenagers, students will change
their minds quickly. The American
system, without the AP, will not allow students the opportunity to do
that, instead they will walk blindly
into college, wasting valuable time.
From the college standpoint, you
can save thousands of dollars and
hours of studying from earning a
high score on the AP.

The American education system
also lacks the opportunity for students to specialize early, and that
would be more significant if AP
classes were removed. In England,
students spend their entire Year 12
and Year 13 education concentrating their studies on three subjects
which they will continue to study
at university, for a school-leaving
qualification, A-levels. This system allows students to study their
field in great depth. How deep,
though? To put it into context, last

year, when George Merriott ’15 approached his AP Chemistry teacher
asking to drop the class and study
chemistry himself to prepare for
his A-level exam, his teacher asked
him if the course material was too
advanced for him. George tried
his best to hide his laughter and
returned the next day with his Alevel course curriculum. He was
then told that its difficulty is equivalent to a chemistry course of the
second or third year studies of college. Though Americans promote

the idea of a well-rounded, liberal
arts education, some degree of specialization opportunities can and
should be given to those who desire,
through the existence of AP classes.
In the context of WRA, AP’s are
greatly debated. Other than considering these classes from a purely educational standpoint, students also
have to factor in the 1.1 weighting
that AP classes have on their GPA
calculations, the absence of a spring
final, and, alternately, the often brutal homework loads. Further, there
is this subtle competition between
kids, with some of them wearing
them as honor badges.
There are certainly arguments
from both sides. In my opinion,
considering all the factors, it will be
beneficial for kids at WRA to take
AP’s, provided that the AP class
they are taking is either a subject
they are interested in, a class that is
not offered on a regular level (e.g.
AP Economics) or a subject that
they wish to explore further in (e.g.
AP Physics C). It will be futile to
take an AP that you are not interested in simply for the sake of the
GPA boost and the assumption that
it will increases your college admission chances. The experience will
most likely be torture, even if you
can avoid the grade drop and pick
up the benefit of the 1.1 weighting.
As for applying to college, spending
more time researching, polishing all
your supplemental essays and demonstrating interest in your passions
will be time better spent than taking an AP class in which you are not
interested.

Abolishing the Advanced Placement System

earn college credit. In recent years,
this has meant that the student, given that they earn an adequate score
on the exam, could potentially test
out of the class in college. Sounds
great, right? Well it would be if that
was true. Many schools don’t accept
any science credit, so that AP Chem
or AP Bio class you took was just
a resumé booster rather than a real
college class. Took Math 52 and got
a 5 on the exam? Awesome! It is a
shame that colleges will still make
you take calculus as a freshman. An
By ADAM BIRCH ’16
exception to this is state schools,
AP classes at Western Reserve who usually accept most AP scores
Academy are almost as inevitable of 3 or higher.
as Reserve Green or bad sit-down
Problem number two is that the
meals. They were created after
World War II to prepare students
for the rigorous coursework in college. Since 1955, the infamous College Board has run the program,
and WRA has taken part in the AP
curriculum since then. Recently,
however, the rumor mills have been
churning up speculation that the
school might abandon the AP curriculum and all of its woes. The
biggest problem with AP classes is
that they often do not accomplish
their mission: preparing students
for college. An AP course is supposed to simulate a freshman level
class at a typical university. If the
student proves understanding of
the material up to the college’s level,
the student can use the AP class to

“standardized” curriculums are not
standard at all. WRA might have a
very strong AP Economics program
compared to other schools, but another school might have a stellar AP
Environmental Science program.
This means that the high grade that
one student earns in an AP class at
one school might not translate to
the same grade at a different school.
A student at school X might have
had to work incredibly hard in AP
Euro to earn an 85%, whereas that
same student at school Y might have
flown through AP Euro, doing little
work, and finished with a 95%.
However, all that colleges see is the
grade. This means that students are
compelled to take “easy” APs for
the 1.1 weight to boost their GPA,
which helps in the all important
college admission process.
Furthermore, the AP curriculum
is quite restrictive from a teacher’s
perspective. The pressure of AP
scores looming over their heads
means that they teach to the test,
rather than for students’ pure intellectual exploration. This in no way
the teacher’s fault, it’s simply another necessary evil associated with
standardized classes. For example,
I have heard the phrase “The AP
looks for this” or “The AP graders
will deduct points for that” many
times, which seems like a waste of
classroom time to mention these
things. Accidentally rounding to

two decimal places on the BC Calc
exam instead of three will land you
a point deduction, but it has absolutely zero reflection on your understanding of Calculus. However,
the teachers (rightfully so) want to
see their students score as highly as
possible on the exam, so they have
to waste time with nit-picking these
errors so we don’t make the trivial
mistakes in May.
Non-AP advanced classes would
solve most of these problems, and

open up doors to new opportunities for interesting classes that the
school could offer in lieu of their
AP counterparts. By liberating the
course from the jaws of the College
Board, teachers and students are
free to learn what they want without a huge exam or college placement lingering over their head.
Whether AP classes are in their twilight hours or not is still up in the
air, but their end could purify the
educational experience.
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The Early Bird Catches the Worm

By ALEC WILSON ’16

We all like to stay up late on the
weekends; check-in is not until
midnight and there are more activities to attend, so why kill the good
times with bad vibes and go to sleep
early? Well, it turns out that staying
up late is worse for you than you
might think. Going to bed too late
can affect your health, your weight,
your happiness and even your
school work.
In October of 2015, the Sleep
and Mood Research Clinic at the
University of California, Berkeley,
released studies from a program
that they had been working on
about obesity in young adults. They
measured the BMI (Body Mass Index) of 3,300 young adults over the
course of five years and recorded
their weights as their sleep schedules varied. The BMI scale measures
a person’s body fat depending on
their height, weight and gender. A
person who is underweight measures around 18.5 and someone
who is morbidly obese is close to
30 on the BMI scale. The results

of this study showed that for every additional hour that a subject
stayed awake beyond normal, they
gained an average of 2.1 points past
their normal BMI level. For example, if Tommy is normally a 22
on the BMI scale and he has been
staying up three hours later to get
more work done for four years of
his WRA career, then by the time
graduates, he should be at 30.4 on
the BMI scale.
Melatonin is the hormone that
makes humans feel tired in the evenings. The average adult starts feeling tired around 10:00pm, but the
average teenager starts feeling naturally tired around 1:00am. Meeri
Kim, contributor to the Washington Post, wrote that the blue light
from computer screens and smartphones actually delays the release of
melatonin from the pineal gland.
For some reason it is just the color
blue, not red, not green, just blue.

There is an expression
that goes “Early to bed,
early to rise makes a man
healthy, wealthy and
wise.”

The result of seeing this “blue light”
before bed actually delays this peasized organ from releasing melatonin by as much as four or more
hours. Ultimately, you do not need
melatonin to fall asleep. So you
may go to bed around 2am, but the

melatonin may actually get released
around 6am. This results in having
a very drowsy following day. The
use of electronics before bed can directly influence your ability to func-

The results of this study
showed that for every additional hour that a subject stayed awake beyond
normal, they gained an
average of 2.1 points past
where their normal BMI
level.
tion the following day.
Another reason why teens may
stay up later than adults is Open
Door Coffee Co. The caffeine from
coffee, tea and energy drinks can
overpower the melatonin released
by the pineal gland. If there is more
caffeine in your body than there is
melatonin at bedtime then you will
have trouble falling asleep.
When it comes to school nights,
there may be immense amounts
of work. If it is midnight, and
you are feeling tired, but you still
have hours of homework to finish,
should you go to sleep? There is an
expression that goes “early to bed,
early to rise makes a man healthy,
wealthy and wise.” I believe that
there is a lot of truth behind this
statement for teens. It is better to
get a good night’s rest and get up
early to finish homework than to
stay up. The later you naturally stay

up, the more tired that you feel and
the more careless your work will be.
Also if you have caffeine to keep
yourself awake, you will just end
up delaying melatonin release and
you will be very tired the next day.
If you are tired during the daytime,
another possibility could be that
you are sleeping too much. Too
much sleep can result in you feeling
constantly tired all the time. Also,
if you go to sleep at various times
throughout the week, you may also
feel tired. It is best to find a time
that you set as your bedtime and try
hard not to exceed this limit.
If you want to be at your best,
you should go to sleep early and
get up early. You will have a clear
mind and a good night’s rest the
next morning. Caffeine is the antichrist to melatonin. If you abso-

lutely need to stay up later than you
should, do not drink caffeine. The
best sleep is natural; no need for
bottled melatonin or other sleeping medications. Sleep is a beautiful
thing that should remain consitent.

The Night Owl Catches a few more Zzzzz’s

By ALEC WILSON ’16

You have been talking to your
friends during study hours, you
check in at 10:00pm, you go back
to your dorm room and realize that
you have done absolutely nothing
productive. Congratulations, you
can either stay up all night, you can
blow it off until the next morning,
or you can just avoid it altogether.
As much as we all like to sleep, who
really is going to get up at 6:00 am
the next morning to finish those
last few math problems? This is why
it is best just to push through the
work the night before so that you
can sleep soundly without having to
worry about walking into class feeling unprepared.
Zoologist Robert Alison explained
in the Winnipeg Free Press that
“sleep researchers tend to divide
people into two groups based on
whether they exhibit ‘morningness’
or ‘eveningness.’ A recent study
claims that eveningness is an evolutionary advancement that marks
out ‘more intelligent individuals,’

while those with lower IQs tend Starbucks to assist you in finishing
to restrict their activities primarily your homework, then you could be
to daytime.” So being able to stay heading down the right road for a
Nobel Prize.
You can either go to bed now and
try to get up early tomorrow to finish that APUSH reading, or you
Your brain absorbs less can just bite the bullet and suffer
than half a milligram of through the wee hours of the morning to get your work done. Honestly
melatonin every night. speaking, are you really going to get
Melatonin pills come in up early to finish your work? You
three milligram doses.
know how you always tell yourself
that you are going to get up early
and go for a run in the MAC? Well,
this is the same thing. That is why it
is better just to do the work at night
up late comfortably can even be and enjoy the comfort of your bed
a sign of genius. Therefore, if you the next morning.
are a night owl who doesn’t need
Just say that you take my advice to

finish your work but you have help
staying awake from a can of soda
and now you cannot fall asleep.
Melatonin is the natural drug that
is released from your brain to help
you fall asleep and the caffeine is
overpowering it from being absorbed into your noggin. Melatonin is also sold very cheaply at local
grocery stores. Should you take it to

A recent study claims
that eveningness is an
evolutionary advancement that marks out
‘more intelligent individuals,’ while those with
lower IQs tend to restrict
their activities primarily
to daytime.”
help you fall asleep? No! Your brain
absorbs less than half a milligram
of melatonin every night. Melatonin pills come in three milligram
doses. Too much melatonin for
too long can really mess with your
head. I know this because I took
it for about two weeks and started
having side effects; only then did I
choose to look up all of the things
that could go wrong.The most obvious side effect that I recall was the
dreams. You have very vivid dreams
(especially nightmares) while on
melatonin. The worst of all though
is that if you take it enough, your
brain can actually stop producing

melatonin so that when you stop
taking the pills, you cannot fall
asleep. And if you take too much,
you can sometimes be too tired to
function for class the next day. The
best sleep is the sleep that comes
most naturally.
To sleep, or not to sleep that is
the question. It is better to stay up
late and do sloppy homework than
to not do it at all because you slept
in. And yet the best solution of all
is to not procrastinate all of study
hours and just do the work at 7:30
so that you do not experience any of
these problems.
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North Korea’s Nuclear Ambitions
By MARY NING ’19

North Korea announced that it
had successfully carried out a hydrogen bomb test on January 6,
2016, which is a remarkable step
towards the hermit kingdom’s ambition to be a “nuclear weapons
state both in name and reality.”
It is also the fourth underground
nuclear test conducted by North
Korea. The media in North Korea
also described this test as a great
national event to protect national
sovereignty and gain national pride.
Experts have not confirmed this test
yet, but it is indeed the first claim
of a hydrogen bomb, which means
that North Korea made a nuclear
device small enough to fit on a ballistic missile.
However, international communities widely condemned the test.
Members of the United Nations Security Council gathered in an emergency meeting to discuss this issue.
China, North Korea’s main ally,
raised firm opposition to this hydrogen bomb test. The Chinese foreign ministry spokeswoman, Hua
Chunying, commented, “North
Korea conducted another nuclear
test despite worldwide objections.
The Chinese government expresses
strong opposition to this.” For the
sake of achieving denuclearisation
on the Korean Peninsula, China
strongly urges North Korea to stop
taking actions that will worsen
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the situation. Thus these measures
will prevent nuclear proliferation,
maintaining peace and stability in
northeast Asia. “Chinese President
Xi Jinping has been very adamant
about no further nuclear tests,” remarked Lee Jung Hoon, Professor
at Yonsei University in South Korea.
China hopes to resolve these issues
through dialogue and consultation.
In the meantime, Chinese television networks also cast great doubt
about the truth of this nuclear test.
Could its neighbor actually have
tested a hydrogen device? From information gathered based on radiation leakage, heat signatures, and
seismic activity, the latest nuclear
test was approximated to have 8
megatons of force, similar to that
of an atomic bomb. Meanwhile,
previous tests of hydrogen bombs
yielded thousands of megatons. It

is likely that the North Koreans
have boosted their capabilities with
tritium, but have not attained the
H-bomb. Besides China, Japanese
Prime Minister, Shinzo Abe commented that the test was “a serious
threat to the safety of our nation
and we absolutely cannot tolerate
this.” Russia also condemned the
test, and noted it was a flagrant violation of international law and existing UN Security Council resolutions. The White House promised
to respond appropriately to any and
all North Korean provocations.
Clearly this act undermines the
international efforts for non-nuclear proliferation. Though every
country may have different strategies for its own development, the
ultimate goal is to maintain peace
and security in the international
community.

China Aborts the One-Child Policy
By ROLAND HUANG ’16

On January 1, 2016, the Chinese government abandoned the
thirty-five-year-old one-child policy
due to a shrinking labor force, an
aging population and a struggling
only-child community. In fear of
jeopardizing the Chinese economic
ascent, the communist party terminated the biggest population control experiment in human history.
From many children to one, to now
two, the Chinese population control policies have reflected historical backgrounds. How did these
changes come to be?
To understand the policy changes,
it is imperative to note that having
many kids is essential to families in
Chinese tradition. Giving back to
parents is an essential idea in Chinese culture, therefore having more
kids will pay dividends as parents
age. Having more kids also gives
one more chance of having more
boys, representing labor during the
3000 years of the age of agriculture.
Tradition is a major reason why the
population surged from 450 million in 1949 to 800 million in the
1970s. All that the Chinese government could do is “encourage”
couples to “have only three babies.”
However, by 1980, as the Chinese
population approached the billion
mark and the cities were getting
incredibly crowded, the Chinese
government decided to intervene:
no couple was allowed to have more
than one child. This unprecedented and almost inhumane strategy
made the population increase slow
down, which is projected to reach
its peak in 2030 before slowly declining. This rule was enforced by
heavy fines and brutal abortions,
which brought back fond tyrannical memories of the country, post-

President Obama
Makes Executive Order

REUTERS

Obama holds a minute of silence in the Oval Office after the Sandy
Hook Elementary School shooting in 2013; the gun control issue continues to plague his presidency, one shooting after another.
By YING KA LEUNG ’18

This early January, after hundreds
of mass shootings in 2015, President Obama introduced a series
of executive orders regarding gun
control. While executive orders
cannot accomplish everything, the
Republican-dominated Congress
would attempt to shoot down any
such initiative in the legislature.
Obama directed attention towards
current loopholes in licensing and
resulting background checks, imploring the FBI to hire additional
staff to help with his proposal in
closing these loopholes. This facet
of his initiative has wide public
support: 93% of Americans support stricter instant background
checks. In addition to this, the ATF
will mandate gun store owners to
notify law enforcement if guns are
missing in transit. Illegal online
trafficking, domestic violence outreach efforts and other enforcement
issues are high on the agenda.
While unlikely to be supported
by an uncooperative Congress,
Obama has proposed an additional
$500 million in funding for mental health issues, and ordered the
Department of Defense to develop
“smart gun” technology that will

only allow the user to fire with a
fingerprint or PIN.
The Republicans and the NRA
detest these developments. The
statements by various right-wing
politicians echo those that were
made in previous gun control initiatives. Decrying another so-called
attack on 2nd Amendment rights,
Ted Cruz lambasted the president
for not focusing on urgent foreign
policy and terrorism issues instead
of “attacking the constitutional
rights of law-abiding Americans.”
Pundits bemoaned the use of executive orders by President Obama,
comparing him to a “king”, despite
having used less of these orders
than his predecessors.
Republican obstructionism in the
House and the Senate, of course,
has frightening prospects. Obama’s
claim that gun violence and homicide rates are higher in the United
States than other developed nations
is undeniably true. Despite this,
conservative pundits constantly
mischaracterize Obama’s gun control initiatives by denouncing any
ban on guns: Obama hasn’t suggested that. Regarding the victims
of gun violence, the silence on the
other side of the aisle is deafening.

Militia Storms City Hall
By HANLEY JEFFERIS ’19
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(Bottom) A government poster advocating the now-defunct policy.

1976 modern China.
The ramifications of the one-child
policy are disastrous. The percentage of older adults (65+) in China
has doubled from 5% in 1980 to
now 10%, and is expected to rise
to an astonishing 25% by the year
2050, according to the Population Reference Bureau. An aging
population means that there are
less young people to support retirees’ pension, and that means problems of social stability. Another
huge problem was infanticide and
population skews that occur in traditional rural families who feel like
they need a boy to “keep the family
blood line going”.
Given these problems, the onechild policy is now finally aban-

doned and a second child is allowed. However, a baby boom
is not expected due to the lack of
facilities and welfare to accommodate a doubling of the infant
population. Thus it will certainly
take some time for the country to
feel its imapct as the total fertility
rate is not expected to rise to two
for decades. Positive effects won’t be
felt in until a generation later, when
they enter the workforce. At the
very least, we know that the leakage
has stopped, and the refilling has
begun. After two decades, this new
batch of second children will help
out their brothers and sisters to support their aging parents and to keep
pushing China towards economic
prominence.

For the first month of 2016, a
heavily armed group of local ranchers and men calling themselves
members of a militia have taken
control of Malheur Wildlife Refuge
in rural Harney County, Oregon.
The locals are fighting for control
of the Malheur National Forest,
though the land originally belonged
to the Paiute tribe of Native Americans. They’ve not only seized a federal building, but have knocked
down a fence separating the public
land from the private land using a
federal bulldozer.
The group, who now call themselves the “Citizens for Constitutional Freedom,” justify their actions with the claim that they are
acting on the wishes of the entire
community, claiming that the federal government would return this
land that was unconstitutionally
seized from them. They are led by
Ammon and Ryan Bundy, the sons
of Cliven Bundy. Cliven Bundy was
also involved in a conflict between
local protestors and the United
States Bureau of Land Management
over grazing rights starting years

earlier and leading up to the present
day “Oregon Standoff.”
In their minds, the group has two
major goals. One is for the government to give up control of wildlife
and the other is for officials to let
Dwight and Steven Hammond, a
father and son pair convicted of arson in 2012, off with a more lenient
sentence. Despite the group’s claims
that they are “helping the community,” most of the Harney County
community is terrified and schools
in Harney County were closed temporarily.
As of January 15, only one to two
members of the “Citizens of Constitutional Freedom” have been arrested. Kenneth Medenbach, aged
62, is the only confirmed arrest so
far. Also as of January 15, the occupation has cost the state over
$133,000 per day. This cost cancels out the revenue from the many
hotels that are seeing twice or even
triple their average occupancy rate
for this time of the year. Though it
seems unclear as to how this protest
will resolve itself, the “Citizens of
Constitutional Freedom” do not
seem to be backing down despite
police efforts.

